
KTIS AM 900 & KTIS FM 98.5 
QUARTERLY ISSUES / PROGRAMS LIST AND REPORT

Minneapolis, MN
April May June 2022     

    

1) Housing
2) Safety - Summer Travel
3) Business - scams
4) Social services – refugees 
5) Education

  

The above issues, determined at the beginning of the quarter to be issues in need of coverage, were aired during this quarter in the following Program Segment 
formats:   If the relevancy of other issues becomes evident as the quarter progresses, those issues would be added. 

Afternoons with Bill Arnold:  (AWB) Local.  Two-hour program with host Bill Arnold aired on AM M-F 4p-6p
Andy Youso (AY) Local. Four-hour program with two-minute segments throughout airs on FM M-F 2p-6p.
Breakpoint (BP) - Updates both current events and issues relevant to culture,  family,  and the church. AM 7:26a M-F
Community Spotlight: (ComSpot) Local.  Public Affairs.  The ten-minute program airs on both AM & FM each week. KTIS 98.5 FM (Saturdays at 6:00am) 
and Faith Radio AM900/90.7FM/97.5FM (Saturday morning at 6:30am and Sunday afternoon at 1:00pm) 
Mornings with Carmen Leberge (MCL) Local. Host Carmen LaBerge. Various guest hosts a two-hour program with local news and relevant community 
information AM M-F 6a-8a; 
Keith Stevens Show:  (KS) Local. Four-hour program with   segments throughout airs on FM M-F 6a -10a 
Lisa Barry Show:  (LB) Local. Four-hour program with   segments throughout airs on FM M-F 10a-2p 
Pam Lundell (PL) Local. Four-hour program with two-minute segments throughout airs on FM M-F 1a-6a
Susie Larson Live (SLL) Local.  One hour program with host Susie Larson aired on AM M-F 3p-4p
Theresa Ross (TR) Local. Four – hour program with various segments throughout airs on FM M-F 6p – 11 p
Tony Mansmith (TM) Local. Four – hour program with various segments throughout airs on FM M-F 11p – 1a

Special Report: (Special). Local.  News or Public Affairs.  Varying in length, these are aired when need or interest



Following is a description of program treatment of the above-listed issues.  This was the most significant programming treatment of the issues during the quarter. The listing is by no means exhaustive.  

ISSUES PRO-
GRAM

DATE TIME LENGTH AM
/FM

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

ADOPTION Com-
Spot

18-Jun 

19-Jun

6:30a
6a
1p

10 min. AM
FM
AM

Kaycee Stanley Reel Hope Project – Foster Kids waiting to be adopted in Minnesota – Reel 
Hope Project make shorts videos of each of the child. Helps find a forever home. Most people 
are nervous to adopt children out of Foster care system. 

CHARITY Com-
Spot

04-Jun 

05-Jun

6:30a
6a
1p

10 min. AM
FM
AM

Tia Newcomer CaringBridge CEO World Caring Day – June 7th - World Caring Day 
CaringBridge is a website that makes it possible for people to know about people that need help 
medically and document a health journey. There are over 400,000 people on the platform caring 
and giving. This started 25 years ago. 

COMMUNITY AY  24-Jun 2:00 p 4 hours FM Andy discussed a Cerebral Palsy athlete sponsored by Nike...We have all heard the phrase – 
Going the extra mile – but this story does that on so many levels!
In Justin’s first race representing the University of Oregon, he fell about 150 meters into his 
race, he managed to get up; but, fell again and actually lost his shoes!His teammates were not 
surprised, they knew that Justin has Cerebral Palsy. That makes his body movement and muscle 
control challenging. But Justin never gives up!When Justin fell that second time, a teammate 
rushed from the sidelines to help him with his shoes and to get him back up. Justin’s teammate 
didn’t stop there. He got in touch with Nike to see if there was something that could be designed 
into their shoes which might help Justin not lose his shoes during his races.Nike not only 
addressed that issue; they began to sponsor Justin. With his “never give up” attitude, Justin has 
become the first person with Cerebral Palsy to be sponsored by Nike!Justin, his teammates, and 
Nike all went the extra mile!

COMMUNITY MCL 31-May 6:00 a 2 hours AM Mark Caleb Smith - Cedarville University Mark Caleb Smith connects Uvalde and political 
responses: Religion Flourishes Best without Gov’t Aid: LA Cath Archdiocese tells sheriff to take 
down campaign Video:

COMMUNITY / 
CHARITIES

PL 26-Apr 1:00 am 4 hour FM Pam informed listener about diaper drive....Every single day in our community tens of thousands 
of moms have to use (and re-use) diapers because they can’t afford to purchase enough to keep 
their children clean, dry, and healthy. One in three families needs help to diaper their babies. 
New Life Family Services and organizations from across Minnesota and Ohio have joined 
together to do something about that by collecting 2 Million diapers in one week to help those 
most in need. Next Monday though Sunday, May 8th you can drop off diapers at Grace Church 
in Eden Prairie and at Woodbury Lutheran Church.



 COMMUNITY /LEGAL Com-
Spot

16-Apr

17-Apr

6:30a
6a
1p

10 min. AM
FM
AM

Kate Trammell -Prison Fellowship- April Second Chance month pt1 - One in three adults have a 
criminal records. These records can be expunged sometimes but it is very involved and not an 
opportunity for everyone. 600,000 people are release and over 1/3 return to prison. It’s hard to 
even get on ID. They need help to get them on their feet. Housing and jobs are difficult to obtain. 
An arrest record stays around for a while. Most jobs applications ask if you have a criminal 
record – trying to get employers to get to know the applicants before they don’t give them a 
chance to work. 

 COMMUNITY /LEGAL Com-
Spot

30-Apr

01-May

6:30a
6a
1p

10 min. AM
FM
AM

Kate Trammell Prison Fellowship - April is   Second Chance Month pt 2. The organization helps 
individuals with prison records. Background checks can affect people that did not need to even 
have to serve time. When ex-convicts are ready for their new life they are meet with many 
barriers; even when they worked on turning things around while there were in prison. 

CULTURAL SLL 13-Jun 3 p 55 min. AM Pastor Scotty Smith Each day it seems we become more divided. Splitting on the grounds of 
political, theological, and even superficial differences

CULTURAL / EVENTS SLL 19-May 3 p 55 min. AM Thann Bennett Living a life of faith in the middle of an ever-changing culture can be difficult. 
And when watching the nightly news brings on anxiety, it’s tempting to turn it off and ignore the 
outside world. valuable insights and perspective from Capitol Hill

CULTURE MCL 27-Apr 6:00 a 2 hours AM Jim Denison - Denison Forum Google launches an inclusive language function to warn users 
when they type words considered politically incorrect. Like “landlord” Macron: Recap the 
Coach Kennedy arguments before Scotus:PA School said no to “After School Satan Club”

CULTURE   MCL 27-May 6:00 a 2 hours AM Chris Martin - Terms of Service newsletter 5 Social Media Stats Pastors (ministry leaders…even 
the rest of us) Should Know Facebook trying to do Video again  Tik Tok pressure machine is 
growing

CULTURE MCL 30-Jun 6:00 a 2 hours AM Peter Kapsner - 50 Shades of Truth - Kanye West wanted to declare himself “legally dead” If 
you’re going to cheat…cheat on an ethics exam?  Swearing off men and avoiding intimacy: Gen 
Z reconsiders sex in the wake of a post-Roe world Marriage confusion

CULTURE MCL 24-Jun 6:00 a 2 hours AM Chris Martin - Terms of Service newsletter a content marketing editor at Moody Publishers and 
author of the Terms of Service newsletter, a newsletter about social media and its effects on the 
world. Living Humbly Online: The Internet Google Left Behind

CULTURE – SOCIAL 
MEDIA 

MCL 24-May 6:00 a 2 hours AM Nick Pitts - fellow, Institute for Global Engagement IGE & Nick Info   Southern Baptist report 
on sexual abuse  Florida: “Drag me to Church” Nuns are using TikTok to offer a peak into 
cloistered life

CULTURE/EDUCATION MCL 12-May 6:00 a 2 hours AM Steve West - editor, Liberties Roundup - World Magazine  Alabama SDA school takes stand on 
Saturday games: Idaho law school – disagreement not allowed Catholic school appeals ruling 
over gay teacher’s firing

CURRENT EVENTS MCL 23-June 6:00 a 2 hours AM  Ben Johnson - The Rights Writer / Senior Reporter/Editor - The Washington Stand 
Ben/Washington Stand info
Nothing to see here (by Ben at Washington Stand)  Women’s sportBiden’s Parents Council: 
Bipartisan Gun legislation update:



EDUCATION Com-
Spot

14-May

15-May

6:30a
6a
1p

10 min. AM
FM
AM

Joe Nathan PSEO report findings – Post Secondary Education Options - Important state law is 
giving students in 11th and 12th grade to take free college courses. Some students graduate from 
High School with one year and even two years of college credits. This saves tax payers millions 
of dollars each year. Study found that districts are not complying with the state law in making 
families of this program .  

FAMILY MCL 12-Apr 6:00 a 2 hours AM Nick Pitts - fellow, Institute for Global Engagement Effect of Divorce on Children Worse than 
Death

FINANCIAL Com-
Spot

09-Apr

10-Apr

6:30a
6a
1p

10 min. AM
FM
AM

Shannon Doyle Pt 1 Lutheran Social Services - Financial Counseling literacy -helps people learn 
how to manage their money. Program started over ten years ago with children and it then offered 
to adults with a broader focus. Understanding the tools available to help with our finances.  It’s a 
skill to manage finances – more than balances a check book and creating a budget. Other 
concepts include to understanding why do you want to manage money? Is it setting a goal, 
saving for college, etc. 

 FINANCIAL Com-
Spot

07-May

08-May

6:30a
6a
1p

10 min. AM
FM
AM

Shannon Doyle Pt2 Lutheran Social Services   Financial Counseling – Improving our credit 
scores. Start with goals to improve financial health. Pandemic changed some people economic 
status depending on the job. Some had little or no impact reduction in savings. Credit scores are 
important – two companies that run the scores. It’s how each use our debt and credit accounts 
open for a while and the balance is low and payments are on time will give you a high score. 
The score may determine your interest on a loan, insurance rate, rentals and even securing jobs.  
There can be errors so you must make sure everything is correct. 

FINANCIAL  PL 15-Jun 1:00 am 4 hour FM Pam mentioned where to find information regarding ways to save and earn money When you log 
into your bank account, how do your savings look? Probably not as good as you’d like. It always 
seems like an uphill battle to build (and keep) a decent amount in saving. sBut what if your car 
breaks down, or you have a sudden medical bill?We’re not judging — we don’t roll like that. 
We’re here to help. We just don’t want you to have to sell those Elvis-Presley-signed velvet 
pants you inherited just to pay some lousy plumbing bill. 

FINANCIAL PL 15-Jun 1:00 am 4 hour FM Pam informs listeners where to go to find ways to save and earn money. There are four resources 
– ask for help, company that pays your credit card bill, stop overpaying at Amazon and cancel 
your car insurance 

HEALTH SLL 28-Jun 3 p 55 min. AM Dr. Jill Carnahan is both a functional and medical doctor with a miraculous story of healing from 
cancer and additional diagnoses. Offered hope for your health journey and explore how past 
emotional hurts may be impacting your current physical health

HEALTH SLL 30-Jun 
20-May

3 p 55 min. AM Dr. Troy Spurrill is a leader in developing and implementing unique and powerful healing 
strategies and has established his private practice as an internationally known center for true 
health.

HEALTH SLL 14-Jun 3 p 55 min. AM Terra Mattson speaker and licensed Christian counselor Life is hard and even the healthiest 
relationships are complicated. But you don’t have to try to figure it out alone.

HEALTH SLL 18-May 3 p 55 min. AM Nicole Unice Every tough conversation has a turning point, a miraculous moment when you can 
either turn toward the other person, or away from them. respond to your emotions without losing 
control, set healthy boundaries, and strengthen your relationships



HEALTH – MENTAL MCL 09-May 6:00 a 2 hours AM Dr. Linda Mintle Mental Health Awareness Month.   Helping Someone Through a Panic 
Attack:

 HEALTH/ MENTAL Com-
Spot

21-May

22-May

6:30a
6a
1p

10 min. AM
FM
AM

Dr. Melissa Mork -Mental Health Awareness – Good mental hygiene – Illness in the brain and 
then there is a situation mental health issues.  We are enduring more stress and trauma in our 
lives. However, more people are talking and seeking help. 

HEALTH/ SPIRITUAL SLL 17-May 3 p 55 min. AM Ivelisse Page When Ivelisse received her late-stage cancer diagnosis, she could have been 
overwhelmed by fear. Instead, she started fighting and praying.story of battling cancer and 
beating it through a holistic approach her organization Believe Big and how she’s working for 
change in the treatment and healing of those suffering with cancer

HEALTH/SPIRITUAL SLL 18-Apr 3 p 55 min. AM Kyle Winkle Wondering if God is mad at you, feeling insecure and ‘less-than', living in fear  
Bible teacher Kyle Winkler joins me to share his own story of overcoming fear and self-doubt 
and help you find freedom, from his book, “Shut Up Devil: Silencing the 10 Lies behind Every 
Battle You Face.”

MENTAL HEALTH/
RELATIONSHIP

MCL 29-Jun 6:00 a 2 hours AM Dr Linda Mintle Booklet:  Breaking Free from Anger and Forgiveness – A Biblical Strategy to 
Conquer Destructive Reactions

MILITARY
/COMMUNITY

AY 24-Jun 2:00 p 4 hours FM Andy talked about a deployed brother that comes home for sister’s graduation. LaDyra has been 
blessed to have a brother that is so proud of her! When someone graduates, they want to 
celebrate with everyone – neighbors, relatives, and friends. When LaDyra graduated from high 
school, she was missing one person at that celebration, her brother, LaDaryl. LaDaryl was away 
at Basic Training for the U.S. Army ReserveNow, it was time for LaDyra to graduate from 
college. Her brother made sure there was a letter from him, to be read by the college president as 
he presented LaDrya with her diploma.

MILITARY/VETERANS Com-
Spot

28-May

29-May

6:30a
6a
1p

10 min. AM
FM
AM

Larry Herke Minnesota Veterans Affairs - Memorial Day- Talk about reflecting on those that 
have served our nation. The MN Dept of Vet Affairs – deals with health care and programs and 
services. Help vets readjust back into civilian world. 

MISSIONS MCL 15-Jun 6:00 a 2 hours AM Ruth Kramer - Mission Network News Bangladesh Kenya Ethiopia

POLITICAL MCL 06-Jun 6:00 a 2 hours AM Nick Pitts - fellow, Institute for Global Engagement - Luke Moon - Philos Project / Providence 
Mag Rabbis at ChurchesMembers of U.S. Congress targeting Israel in visa waiver program: 
Saudi Arabia - most are following news related to Biden’s trip and the Saudi’s then RAISING 
the price of oil, but I want to talk about this:China Ukraine/Russia - latest news

POLITICAL MCL 27-May 6:00 a 2 hours AM  Steve West - editor, Liberties Roundup - World News Group Liberties Roundup - Pro-Abortion 
activists may argue for abortion on religious grounds:Air Force Academy – No vax, no diploma 
City and church at odds over an RV ministry:



POLITICAL MCL 02-May 6:00 a 2 hours AM  Mindy Belz - Globe Trot blog Glob Trot - USIRF Report, etc  (Article Pending) USCIRF, 
which focuses on Afghanistan and Ukraine. Just another peg in the stories you've highlighted. 
Additional linkage...Biden has asked for additional $33 billion for Ukraine just as DOD reports 
to Congress that the US left $7 billion in military equipment and ammunition behind in 
Afghanistan. And aiding Ukraine is not without risks, as Russia threatens Moldova etc in what it 
calls a widening war.  Ukraine: Local officials say up to 9,000 bodies are buried in the mass 
grave discovered in the village of Mangush near Mariupol, as Russian forces continue to besiege 
the southern port city. Despite appeals for civilian evacuations, Ukrainians remain trapped in 
basement bunkers.

 POLITICAL/ UKRAINE 
/ CHARITY 

Com-
Spot

23-Apr

24-Apr

6:30a
6a
1p

10 min. AM
FM
AM

Dr Marshall Wade - Ukraine relief   - Shepherd’s Foundation –connected with Ukraine. 
Associate help set up a camp for children. Set up plans for evacuation using the camp. They have 
vans and supplies. The drivers were shelled right on the way to get the people out near the 
border. Foundation sending materials and supplies for people that were call to ministry overseas. 
Now the focus is on Christian camp (120 kids). Children return home and tell their parents about 
Christ. Also the camp is set up for disabled children as well. Now they are helping children 
adjust to their new way of life. 

POLITICS  MCL 02-May 6:00 a 2 hours AM Adam Carrington - Hillsdale College Rep. Marjorie Taylor Greene…  George Will – Amend the 
Constitution so Senators can’t run for President:

PUBLIC SAFETY Com-
Spot

02-Apr

03-Apr

6:30a
6a
1p

10 min. AM
FM
AM

 Mike Hanson –MN Department of Public Safety - rules of the road – Basics need to be 
reviewed… Speed is the main issue that causes accidents. Also tailgating is problem during the 
flow of traffic – need a minimum of a two second gap. Correct merging on a highway is a matter 
of being considerate – zipper merge must be used.

PUBLIC SAFEY Com-
Spot

25-Jun 

26-Jun

6:30a
6a
1p

10 min. AM
FM
AM

Mike Hanson –Minnesota Department of Public Safety - rules of the road – Basics need to be 
reviewed… Speed is the main issue that causes accidents. Also tailgating is problem during the 
flow of traffic – need a minimum of a two second gap. Correct merging on a highway is a matter 
of being considerate – zipper merge must be used. 

RECREATION MCL 17-Jun 6:00 a 2 hours AM Paul Asay - Plugged In Reviews:  Lightyear  The Phantom of the Open  jerry & Marge Go Large 
- Meta facing lawsuits from Parents:  Justin Bieber’s  health: Charlie Sheen about his daughter 
going on OnlyFans  “Great Scott!!”  VHS copy of BTTF sells at auction for $75K

RECREATION MCL 20-May 6:00 a 2 hours AM Adam Holz - Plugged In Reviews:  (What?? A couple of Retreads???)How to launch a church 
in the metaverse Marvel announces two new trans superheroes Sports Illustrated and defining 
“beauty” Nuns are using TikTok to offer a peak into cloistered life Understanding your audience 
and a conversation about place and time for speaking the truth The Future of NetFlix: Streaming 
Alternatives for Families:

RECREATION PL 22-Apr 1:00 am 4 hour FM  Another sign of the summer has arrived this week with the release of Minneapolis Parks and 
Recreation’s “Movies in the Park” schedule.  Lots of kid-friendly fare, with popular movies like 
Encanto, Ratatouille, and Clifford the Big Red Dog on the schedule.  Then there’s the 
blockbusters too like Spider Man and Black Panther, plus hits like Jungle Cruise, The Princess 
Bride, Field of Dreams, and so many more!



RELIGION  MCL 18-May 6:00 a 2 hours AM Jeff Bilbro - Grove City College / Front Porch Republic  “In the Ukraine War, the Church Is 
There.”  Susannah Black talks with Ivan Rusyn, the president of the Ukrainian Evangelical 
Theological Seminary who is ministering now in Kyiv: “You think more about the theology of 
presence when you are in the midst of suffering. I have been asked many times, ‘Why are you 
here?’” “Reforming Journalism Project.”  This group is offering a free, five-day training session 
for people who want to report on what’s happening in their local communities: “With newspaper 
closures and buyouts, news deserts and journalism brain drains, who will tell the local story? 
Who will report on the news happening down the street, the overlooked stories, the issues that 
touch our everyday lives?” “The Regeneration Podcast.”  

RELIGION MCL 11-Apr 6:00 a 2 hours AM Jason Meyer - pastor, Urban Refuge Church/Mpls Holy Week and Lament:  A helpful /hopeful 
attitude as we remember again the cost  

RELIGION SLL 11-Apr 3 p 55 min. AM Asheritah CiuciuThe Easter and Lenten season are upon us once again. Do you feel spiritually 
prepared to experience this holy season and celebrate the resurrection of Christ on Easter 
morning?   Asheritah CiuCiu shares encouraging reminders of the Lenten season and inspires 
each of us to take the time to prepare to reflect on Jesus’ death and celebrate His resurrection this 
Easter from her book, “Uncovering the Love of Jesus: a Lent Devotional.”

SANCTITY OF LIFE MCL 30-Jun 6:00 a 2 hours AM Ben Johnson - The Rights Writer / Senior Reporter/Editor - The Washington Stand Pro-life 
whole-life conversation…there’s a fair amount of debate about this but Carmen’s thinking from 
your CATO days he knows the intersection of poverty and democracy and faith terrain well. 

SCIENCE MCL 22-Jun 6:00 a 2 hours AM Heather Zeiger - science writer Heather is freelance science writer out of Dallas, and a research 
analyst with The Center for Bioethics & Human Dignity.  She  has advanced degrees in 
chemistry and bioethics. I write on the intersection of ethics, society, and technology.

SOCIAL SLL 20-May 3 p 55 min. AM John Koessler with Chris Fabry Maybe you’ve noticed it, a tragedy occurs in the community or 
even on a global scale and suddenly there’s pressure to speak out on social media. Many turn to 
memes featuring often misquoted and out-of-context quotes from the likes of Dietrich 
Bonhoeffer.

SOCIAL EVENTS MCL 26-Apr 6:00 a 2 hours AM Nick Pitts - fellow, Institute for Global Engagement Steve Martin, King Tut, 1978? Is Putin the 
Antichrist? Are people using religion as a weapon to hate people? (or the need to speak the truth 
in love in the culture today) Why are people protesting at MLB and NBA games?

SOCIAL SCIENCE MCL 05-Apr 6:00 a 2 hours AM Mark Caleb Smith - Cedarville University political science perspective, President Zelensky 
seems to know how to message, how to gain and get an audience, and how to deliver messages 
tailored to speak to and move specific audiences

VETERANS Com-
Spot

11-Jun 

12-Jun

6:30a
6a
1p

10 min. AM
FM
AM

Larry Herke Minnesota Veterans Affairs pt1 funding -vets homes .We can all pay tribute to our 
Veterans. Memorial is more than an extended weekend. Need to reflect on how the people that 
served keeps our nation free.  Legislative issue is the veterans usually get lumped in but recently 
a bill passed. One issue on the bill is Veterans homelessness and services bonuses. 

The news managers consider the following issues as priorities (ascertainment sources listed) for issue-related programming for the following quarter.  

1) Food Insecurity 



2) Mental Health 
3) Sanctity of Life 
4) Charities 
5) Finances  

If the relevancy of other issues becomes evident as the quarter progresses, those issues would be added.

CHARITIES local charitable organizations helping people in the community with various issues 
DISABLITIES how to cope; how to help; care giving, special needs children; life-altering injuries, etc. 
ECONOMICS handling of ; misuse of; getting out of debt; etc.
EDUCATION Bringing aware to the issues of education in the community, etc. 
EMERGENCY ISSUES relief for victims of natural disasters; local disaster relief, etc.
ENVIRONMENT how to save energy, use fewer resources
FAMILY & CHILDREN ISSUES help for disadvantaged families and children
HEALTH LIFESTYLES eating behaviors/disorders, obesity, addictions; prevention of disease; etc.
IMMIGRATION helping immigrants; illegal immigrant issues; etc.
JUVENILE DELINQUENCY case stories, how to prevent; teaching teens; etc.
LOCAL ISSUES coal power plant; casino, etc.
MARRIAGE/DIVORCE building healthy marriages, preventing divorce/affairs/ how to handle/ impact on; etc.
MONEY handling of ; misuse of; getting out of debt; etc.
POVERTY where to find help, how to help those in need
PUBLIC HEALTH SAFETY bringing awareness to the of issues that affect the health and safety of the community
RACE racial retaliation; hate crimes; discrimination; etc.
RECREATION bringing awareness to the public of recreation events happening in the community
RELIGION Information regarding religious and spiritual issues, etc. 
SANCTITY OF LIFE/ABORTION dangers of:  personal stories, how to prevent; etc.
SENIOR CITIZENS information regarding the aging; retirement, health etc.
SEXUAL ISSUES sexual crimes; homosexuality; teaching children about sex; etc.
UNEMPLOYMENT/EMPLOYMENT Coping, finding assistance, help re-entering work force
WOMEN’S ISSUES discrimination; workplace issues; etc.

A list of programs that have provided the station’s most significant treatment of community issues.  The list shall include a brief narrative describing what issues 
were given significant treatment and the programming that provided this treatment.  

KTIS-FM 98.5 provides:    

Traffic 2 times an hour between 6:00 am and 9:00 am and 4:00 pm and 6:00 pm
Weather 1 times per hour between 6:00 am and 7:00 pm
Local news 2 times an hour between 6:00 am and 9:00 am and 4:00 pm and 6:00 pm



KTIS-AM 900 provides: 
Traffic 3 times an hour from 0600-0800 M-F
Local news at 0630 0730 0830 1230 1630 M-F
National News every hour for 3 minutes 24/7 7 days a week


